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On 0600, May 24, 1941, a Black Monster loomed out of the fog.
It was Bismarck, the Biggest Battleship in the world. In only
2 minutes. the mighty Battle Cruiser Hood disintegrated under
one broadside while the Prince of Wales was driven off badly
wounded! Could anything STOP her now? Raiders of the North($12.95). is proudly presented in its revised 3rd edition. All of
the British and German ships (and French Battle Cruisers) used
during the entire war, including the Scharnhorst. Graf Spee.

U-Boats, Carriers, Disguised Commerce Raiders. in an accurate
historical portrayal of every Naval battle of WW ‘lll Every ship
with exact strength and data, YOU are ln command! Could you

change history?
A companion game, Battle ol the Atlarltlo-($12.95), played by
itself or "connected" to "RON," Wolf Pack vs. Convoy simulates
the entire war under the sec. The only area where WW ll could
have been WON in a single campaign,
Undersea Warriors-($12.95), a 3rd game. involving tactical
combat with a single U-Boat vs. Destroyer, stressing realism,
tenslon. and detailed play from WW ll to the present, is also
available.
All Taurus games come supplied with an authoritative Battle
Manual, rules, giant boards. attractive play components. For those
who already have Raiders of the North, the new Revised 1976
Manual (3rd Edition) is available for $5.95.
THE MOST HIGHLY DISCUSSED NAVAL SIMULATIONS
OF THE DECADE!!
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The lattle for Andromeda-($12.95). Conflict lor a Trillion Suns.
involves the entire Galaxy using Fleets. Barrier Bastions, Omega
Ships (the Dreadnaughts that can destroy 100 solar systems in a
single move! It is 9.000 miles across). The mere presence of an
"O" ship, 10,000 light years away constitutes an act of war!
Now a series of games, involving separate Humanoid, Computer,
Alien. Cyborg, cultures, each with their own history and unique
fleet compositions. cloaking devices, nucleon missiles. and many
weapons systems. AII are enclosed.
Warriors of the Dark Star-($12.95), in the Age of the Neutron
Wars. is the tactical series using enlarged models of Omega.
Alpha, Beta ships in single ship~to-ship combat with all the
weapons, rays. computers, in an immense scale. Complete games
in themselves, both series can be extended with additional ships
or fleets, so the size and scale of these games are unlimited!
The boards are REAL star systems. NO DICE, NO CHANCE!
Speclr' new unique play systems lor the wargamer that have never
been used before!
TNE ADULT SCIENCE FICTION GAMES THAT UTILIZE
Tl-IE
REALITIES OF TIME AND SPACE IN THE UNIVERSE!!
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THINGS wrrH WINGS

COVER: New Zealand Mustang breaks away from
Ben Harrison’s camera plane. (J. Larsen)

INSIDE REAR COVER: One of the last designs
from the famous firm of Mlles was the Balliol
trainer powered by a Rolls-Royce Merlin.
Note the typical Mlles features such as the

wlndshleld and inverted gull wlng.
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GAIIES YOU CAN CHANGE DESTINV IV:
Was he a "Mortal God or an Immortal Ilan?" You can flnd
out by playing “AIexander'a Conquests"-($l2.95), where every
battle that was fought or could have been fought takes place
ln an area that covers the vastness ol the huge Persian Empire,
Greece, and India. See the dreaded Macedonian Phallanx in
action against a million Persians!
A companion game. first of the Series, "The Glory of Rome"$12.95), Volume I, enables you to fight across ALL of Europe
and Africa, all the land and naval battles of the Punic Wars in
their entirety. Fight as the Carthaginians with Hannibal, Adhorbal,
Hasdrubal, with Numidian Cavalry, Spanish Mercenaries. and
Elephants! March with the Roman Legions under Fabius. Consul
Regulus. or the Great Tribune Sciplo! Both games use new,
exciting play systems that teach history while giving the “feal"
of the era!
These are the “flrst" and only wer games that use METAL
FIGURES to represent actual armies on the market today! Why
,lay with cardboard pieces when you can have the real thing
Mlll‘ary War Colleges use? Easy to learn, yet a challenge in
developing decision-making skills!

TAU RUS LTD.

Military Research and Design Specialists
Innovators in Game Design
Dept. AC3
P.0. Box 1109, Evanston, IL 60204
Our new 1977 Taurus Catalog is available for $2.00, plus our
supplementary catalog containing vast quantities of wargames
made by other companies (often at discount prices), covering
every phase of Vlargamlng from the Stone Age to the Future,
from Desert Fox, Waterloo. Civil War, Midway, Fantasy, Land,
Sea, and Air-sent free when a Taurus catalog is purchased.
Purchase two or more games (any type and deduct 10% off the
total price of all games selected. and get the Taurus catalog
and special supplemental catalog FREE! Plus other supplements
mailed at various times.
All games are offered at lower discount prices than listed
ln
the catalog already, not counting the special bonus discount
given when purchasing more than
game. or the free catalog.
These discounts apply for games only when purchased directly
from this ad. Discounts are offered for a llmlted time only.
See our catalog for other discounts on special quantities, Club
purchases, military discounts. etc,
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Postage and Insurance are specially included

every game.
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This fascinating history of a remarkable aircraft is probably the
most detailed available to date. It is
an essential addition to the library
of the aviation historian. Review
copy courtesy of Airline Publications
and Sales.

Allan G. Blue

THE B-24 LIBERATOR
lan Allan, England

$10.00

No more than a handful of people
had seen or heard of the Consolidated Liberator before December 1941
ui-»
and by December 1945-only four
years later-it had virtually passed
unmourned into history. Yet, in that R.W. Harker
brief span of time, it had been produced in the thousands, had bome ROLLS-ROYCE FROM THE
tens of thousands into the skies and WINGS 1925-71
had been seen there by millions of
people in every part of the world. De- MILITARY AVIATION
pending upon when you listened, dur- Oxford Illustrated Press,
$10.00
ing those epic four years, you could England
have heard that the Liberator was
Ronnie Harker served Rolls-Royce
the white hope of the Allied Air from 1925-1971, forty-five years of
Forces, a killer ship that pilots were unparalleled advance in technology
scared to death of, a superb and ver- and perfonnance in aviation. The ausatile weapon unmatched in the thor and his contemporaries in enAllies’ air arsenal, or a hard-to-han- gineering and aircraft design were
dle, underpowered and over-rated involved with pre-war re-armament,
flying bomb. In reality and at times war-time development, and post-war
it was all of these and more.
advance into the jet and V/STOL
In this book aviation writer Allan era, and supersonics.
Blue has produced a carefully reThe narrative describes the vital
searched and heavily illustrated part that Rolls-Royce played in the
study of the multifarious Liberator development of military aircraft in
variants and how they came to be World War Two; how a most sucessdeveloped-the technical and opera- ful family of aero engines evolved
tional reasoning which lay behind from the Kestrel to become the “R”
each change in configuration and engine which won the Schneider
armament.
Trophy for Britain and the Merlin
air classics

engine which powered all the British
fighters in the Battle of Britain, and
also the Lancaster, Halifax and
Mosquito bombers. Probably the
most significant personal contribution
made by the author at this time was
his realisation that the Merlin engine
should be installed into the Mustang
fighter. The Merlin Mustang fighter
became the most successful all-purpose fighter of the War and effectively turned the tide of the War in our
favor.
When the War ended, a very serious slump in aircraft production was
averted by the emergence of the jet
engine, pioneered by Sir Frank Whittle and Rolls-Royce. The RAF had
to be re-equipped and Rolls-Royce
soon established a valuable export
market in America and France (and
inadvertently the USSRI). A civil
market too was opened up and keen
competition soon materialised with
the US engine makers, who, by taking licences from Rolls-Royce, had
quickly learned the necessary technology to produce them.
An insight is revealed into the
tough battle for the military market
of 1956 to the present day, when one
gradually learned that the days of
producing the best possible engine/
plane combination for a direct operational requirement were over and
that decisions were becoming complicated by economic, commercial
and political pressures and by govemment policy. In spite of this, successes were achieved; those described
include the Spey Phantom, the
VTOL Mirage, and the LTV Corsair.
The final triumph, and tragically,
the final downfall of the Company,
was the production of the large fan
engine, the RB-211 for the widebodied airliners. Towards the end of
the author’s career, the civil side had
been absorbing increasing amounts
of development and production time
and money-often at the expense of
military requirements-and the RB211 engine finally sent the company
into bankruptcy at a time when the
military side had won the order for
the RB-199 engine for the European
MRCA, and the Olympus engine was

